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JODIE SWEETIN (Cate) – Entrepreneur, actress, producer and author Jodie Sweetin 
garnered the love of millions in her role as Stephanie Tanner on ABC's long-running, hugely 
popular sitcom “Full House,” which still airs in syndication, and the widely popular Netflix spinoff 
“Fuller House.”  The return of “Fuller House” has been a favorite across numerous generations 
and most recently won the People’s Choice Award for Favorite Premium Comedy Series, the 
Kids Choice Award for Favorite Family TV Show as well as the Teen Choice Award for Choice 
TV: Comedy in 2016, 2017 and 2018.  “Fuller House” was also nominated for Choice TV: 
Chemistry.  The fifth and final season of the show will air on Netflix later this year. 
 

This summer, Sweetin will be venturing into the world of podcasts with the launch of “Never 
Thought I’d Say This.”  Along with her best friend and life coach, Celia Behar, Sweetin will 
hilariously tackle all areas of parenting and will give unfiltered advice to listeners. 
 

In 2017, Sweetin starred in her first Hallmark Channel holiday movie, “Finding Santa,” and in 
2018, starred in her second Hallmark Channel holiday movie, “Entertaining Christmas.”  She 
also recorded her own rendition of “Santa Baby” with her friend Jacob Tolliver.  Earlier this 
year, Sweetin starred in the Hallmark Channel original movie “Love Under the Rainbow” and 
became a frequent fill in co-host on the CBS daytime talk series “The Talk.” 
 

In addition, Sweetin starred with her actress friends Beverley Mitchell and Christine Lakin in the 
unscripted comedy “Hollywood Darlings,” which ran for two seasons on POP TV.  In addition to 
co-starring, Sweetin served as co-executive producer on the project. 
 

In 2016, Sweetin was the third most Googled actress of the year and the sixth most searched 
subject on Yahoo.  Sweetin also lit up the dance floor on ABC’s “Dancing with the Stars” where 
she partnered with Keo Motsepe that year. 
 

Originally from Orange County, Sweetin always knew she wanted to be an entertainer.  Her 
mom saw that she loved performing and, at three-and-a-half years old, she began doing print 
ads and commercials.  She soon booked her breakout role in “Full House” and secured her spot 
in pop culture with her cute lisp and catchy tag line, “How rude!” 
 

In 2009, Sweetin published her memoir, UnSweetined, documenting her life growing up in the 
spotlight and the years following.  Sweetin wrote the book to show she was human, had faults, 
and, most importantly, had strength and courage.  By sharing her story, she hopes she has 
been able to help others confront their issues head-on and move forward. 
 

In her rare spare time, Sweetin loves to dive into a good book.  She lives in Los Angeles and 
usually keeps busy going on adventures with her daughters, Zoie and Beatrix.  
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ANDREW WALKER (Gabe) – Andrew Walker was a lead on the Lifetime series “Against the 
Wall” and has guest-starred on hit TV shows, including “ER,” “CSI: Miami,” “CSI: New York,” 
“Without a Trace,” “The Big Bang Theory” and the Hallmark Channel original series “When Calls 
the Heart.” 
 
Walker won the Borsos Award at the Whistler Film Festival for his performance in the feature 
film Steel Toes alongside Academy Award® nominee David Strathairn.  More recent feature film 
credits include God Bless the Broken Road, Loaded and Penthouse North, opposite Michelle 
Monaghan and Michael Keaton.  Walker also starred in several recent Hallmark Channel original 
movies, including “The Perfect Catch,” “Love on Ice,” “A Dream of Christmas,” “Love Struck 
Café” and “Bottled with Love.” 
 
Walker can next be seen starring in the science fiction feature Oxalis, which he also produced. 
 

# # # 
 
SHARON LAWRENCE (Joy) — After earning a degree in journalism from the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Sharon Lawrence has gone on to be prominently featured on 
stage and screen over the last 25 years.  Lawrence’s television work includes her multiple 
Emmy®-nominated and Screen Actors Guild Award®-winning run on “NYPD Blue,” as well as 
notable stints on hit shows such as “Queen Sugar,” “Desperate Housewives,” “Shameless,” 
“How to Get Away with Murder” and “Rizzoli & Isles.”  Lawrence also earned an Emmy® 
nomination for her work on “Grey’s Anatomy.”  Additionally, she starred in Middle of Nowhere, 
directed by Ava DuVernay, and has performed in various highly acclaimed stage productions at 
the Mark Taper Forum, The Geffen Playhouse and the Pasadena Playhouse, where she has 
received multiple Ovation nominations.  
 
Currently, Lawrence can be seen in multiple recurring arcs on such shows as “Dynasty,” 
“Criminal Minds” and the upcoming series “On Becoming a God in Central Florida,” starring 
Kirsten Dunst.  She can also be seen in “Home Before Dark,” which is on Apple Plus’ new slate. 
 
With philanthropy playing a major role in her life, Lawrence has chaired the Women in Film 
Foundation and currently sits on the boards for Heal the Bay and Green Wish.  Lawrence is also 
a Trustee of the Screen Actors Guild Foundation. 
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